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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with a method of determining an astronomic position
by using the star rate of change in azimuth and zenith distance, with
respect to time. The star is .observed a number of times. Coeffi-
cients of Taylor expansion, up to the third order, can be obtained
with a high degree of accuracy as a function of sections of a small
great circle of arc.

Methods of application of observed data, time, zenith distance and
azimuth are considered. They can be reduced to one arbitrarily
chosen star position. A comparison of the results so obtained gives
a test of the accuracy of the observation.

It is shown that astronomic refraction problems can be reduced using
the method described in this report.

INTRODUCTION

This report deals with the determination of astronomic latitude,
longitude and azimuth as well as the instrument constants, in a quite
different way than of the classical methods, by using a star rate of
change of zenith angle and azimuth with respect to time, and in a way
that is independent of refraction problems. The observed times,
zenith angles, or azimuth can be reduced to an arbitrary chosen star
position, independent of the station coordinates.

> A comparison of the results so obtained gives not only a test of the
accuracy of the observations, but also the kind of error committed.8.€ Independent sets of observations are considered. A closedformula
gives accurate values of the difference between zenith angles, which
are related to power series according to Taylor's theorem, for
determining the station's coordinates.
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ZEN'ITH DIRTAN(ES RATE AS A F.NCTION OF TIMF

Developing in power series according to Taylor's theorem, the
following equation is considered:

zz dZ d2Z d37
-eo  L + /-7e- (ei-e°) +1/6 -' (e±-e°) 2 

.

(ei-e o ) must be taken in radius. Z4 represents the true zenith
distances that correspond to the sidereal times 61, and Z the true
zenith distance that corresponds to the sidereal time e0. The
difference between these true zenith distances are known through
computations from the closed formula:

Cos (Zz 0 ). 2 cos Si - cos +Z (- cosa 1 ) (2)
1 + cosAi

in which A represents the difference in azimuth between the two

observations

Ai- -o - I-Lo

LiLo - horizontal readings

S represents the great circle of arc computed from

sin 1/2 Si - cos 6 sin V/2 (ei-eo). (1)

Z1 and TO are observed zenith distances with respect to the times
ei and 0o , or derived by computation as can be'shown later.

To obtain a higher degree of accuracy in eval.ating (Zi-Zo) we may
choose a star whose declination is greater than that of the obser-
ver's latitude. Observations taken before and after the star maximum
elongation angles A can be mall, on the order of few minutes of arc,
while the changes in zenith distances have maximum variations; or we

my observe two stars with small differences in azimuth, so the term1(i- CosA) will be small. The sIm of the zenith distances my not he
far from 900, so that the second term in the nmmerator of equation
(2) becomes small, and therefore corrections due to refraction and
index error can be disregarded. Table I shows the influence of an
error of six minutes of arc in the sm of the two zenith distances.

Table 1.

A Zi* zo cos (j+zo)(1-coS A)

6' 1200 -0.OrOOn 076
6- 120° 06' 76

12' 1200 -0.00)O# 305
12' 1200 06' ins;

W8 120 -fl.OOAOA oA5
18 120 06' 07
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Solution bY Pairs of Observations

Any two observations provide enough information to obtain the

rate * In this case we have

Z dZ +1 2r 'd
3
Z

8-6 dt180 91) 2j~3 (4)
-- 702 t 1/24 ( 92[°'°)] t- d 3

021

The second term of this equation is small and the value of
(Oz-e0)0 

is expressed in degrees and fraction of it.

We have found for the differential coefficients:

d3Z dZ d2Z dZ
. - [1+3 cot Z - - (.)2] (5)
dt dtdt dt

and

d2Z cos Z(sin
2 # + sin 2 6)-sin# sin6(i+cos2Z)

• t = sin
3 Z

.Inserting equation (5) into equation (4) we get

Z 2 .Z dZ - ( e z-0 ) 0 2 d2Z dZ 2
82-I d (1 -/8 ) (1+3 cot zj-T- dt )} (7)

In this equation for the zenith distance we use for Z the value which

results from

z+z)2 d Z()
Z -- _1/8I 'e0e) .

2 180 17

Expressing (0r-e1) in degrees and fractions of it, we have

Z +Z 2 " 927&- 2 d2 z

d2Z
The differential coefficient - is very small, zero at the maximm

elongation, so we can compute it from equation (5) usina

Z 2

~2
For abbreviation let

id 2Q 1+3 t

S ,3

t ______________________________________________________________...........____



so equation (6) is rewritten as follows:

Z Zd
"_ -[ - P(Q -: 2)] , (11)

e2-01 dt dt

and because of the size of P, we use the approximate value

dZ Z2 Z1  
1

dt "2_9 1 _1 p[Q-(z,_1)/(e _;)2])

in the brakets of equation (1a), and derive the true value of the

differential coefficient dZ

Solution for Any Number of Observations

Consider a set of observations made with a theodolite in a direct
position, and a second set with a theodolite in reverse position.

Let
i - number of observations in direct position
j - number of observations in reverse position

ei,Zi - time and zenith distance in direct position
0 Zj - time and zenith distance in reverse position
0,Z o - a reference time and zenith distance

6-0

Tj 0j-eo

Two sets of equations can be formed where the differential
coefficients refers to the time 0o as follows:

X,- dZ 2 + 1/ d3Z T3 +dt dt dT3

(13)

1ZdZ d2Z 2 1

We eliminate the second differential coefficient by postulating that

T i

Consider an equal number of observations in each set, that is

i--n

From the sun of each set, we obtain by substraction of eouation (13):

d 3Z
IA dt Ji

L7
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To satisfy equation (14) the value of 9o must be known. To obtain it
we proceed as follows:

Let eo be an approximate value of e0. We may select the mean value
between the last observation of the first set and the first of the
second set, so

e +8
0 . - , (16)

and let x be the amount of correction to obtain 0, therefore

80 " eo-x (17)

from which equation (13) becomes

S-2,x-'_2e -eo) - I0e-io)) - 0 (18)

and x is computed from

K- i 011o'1 (19)

2[1(8(e,4... 1 ( )

Adding this value of x to I., we obtain the desired value So . The

M's are computed according to equation (2).

Evaluation of the Second Differential Fquation d2 Z/dt 2

Consider the total number of observations of each group to be

i - j - 1,2 ..., n •

For the am of each group of equations (13), two equations are fixed
as follows:

(20)

dT dt dl

Under the condition established in equation (14) we obtaLr for the
second differential equation

-r ,. .- 0)1.. . _-_-:_-

i (z I - ISO_
1/2t 2 T (21)'i



Let the parameters X and N be defined as follows:

1 (22)

Adding the two equations (15), dividing by n and on account of
equation (17) we obtain

M+N dZ I d2Z d3Z
2 d - dt -+ 

1 (12n

the thrid term will also be small. To evaluate the first differen-

tial we must evaluate the third coefficient, which we found is

d 3Z dZ Ak dZ
dt

3  - _1+3 cot Z (24)

Let

1 d 2Z i

in which the T's are expressed in degrees and fractions of it, and
let

d2

P 1 + 3 cot Z _21
dt (26)

M+N
-- °c,

2

where d2Z/dt 2 is derived from equation (16). Inserting these values
into equation (18) we obtain for evaluating the first differential
equation:

dZ QL- 1 (27)
dt 1 - '6 (p..Q2)1(T2.r2)( .L)2

6 j i 180

Evaluation of Latitude and Azimuth

Two procedures can be used, as follows:

Procedure 1. Latitude can be computed through the equation:

sin * coo Z sin 6 * sin Z /cosZ6-(dZ/dt 7 (28)
m u

t6

* q---- i



The plus sign is used when the star's azimuth increases, otherwise it
is negative. The value of Z. is derived as follows:

Let Zi be the zenith distances of the first set and Zj those of the
second set. Let R1 and Rj be their corrections due to refraction
errors and let E be the index error and P the observer personal
equation. The first set gives:

zi " Zi + Ri + (C+P) (29)

The second set gives:

z - z + R (E+p) (30)

The Z .?,ns observed values. The value of Zm is obtained by adding
to each Zi the computed value MZi or AZj, we get

n Z. - I(zi*+zi ) + I Ri*n(C °)
(31)

n z. - [I(Z +&Z) + I R i-n(, P)

fro, which we obtain

I

Zn -L [I(zi+&Z) + I((z+Azj) + J(Ri+ IRj) . (32)

After the latitude has been obtained from equation (28), the azimuth,
which is for the time 80, is obtained from I

dZ
sin A -- sec • (33)

dt

Procedure 2. By observing a second star on the other side of the
meridian the azimuth is determined independently of the latitude.

Let dZ
W - the rate of the west star"dt~

E . (=)e the rate of the east star

Lw , Le a theodolite horizontal readings

The azimuth is derived from

tan 1/2 (w,,a- n 1/2 (L,-Le) (34)

L e t t a WA) - E - a

V2 (AwA) x(35)

* ~ ----------- _______
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then the star's azimuth are

AV- x+y

Ae -Y (36)

Star's H~our Angle

The star's hour angle t, is computedi using the equation:

dZ/dt
tan t - (37)

A-Iq sin6

when the denominator (absolute value) is greater than the numerator,
otherwise from

A-B sin 6

tan X- - ,

dZ/dt

t -90Y

S The meanings of A and B are:

2
A - cos 6 cot 7

B . * /Cos26 -(dZ/dt)
2  (R

where the positive sign corresponds when the star's azimuth
(horizontal readings) increases and negative when it decreases.

COLLIMTION CONSTANT AND ITS EVAUHATION FROM A STAR OBSFRVATInv

The line of sight of the instrument is in general not perpendicular
to the horizontal axis of the instrument, but forms an angle with it
of 9004c whore c is a quantity called collimation to be evaluated.
Consider a diagram of a theodolite as shown in Figure 1. Let C
represent the center of the horizontal circle. Let W~S he the
meridian line through C. Let the telescope be pointed to the star A,
and let CA' be its horizontal projection. This direction CA' has a
reading L in the horizontal circle Let Bo be the origin of the
horizontaf scale reading of the theodolite and let B be its symmse-
trical point. Then the angle formed by the line B Cil with respect
to the meridian line 4LCS is the azimuth of RBI, tat is qC .,. Let
this angle be represented by 0, so the -'s jziruth A4, is A5 -
+ 6 which represents the value when no 12 tion exisL, but always
a small collimation error exists -;o we must add to L a value 6A.
This correction is - nown, ttierefore -',e star's 1.:1 Ith is:

As - Ls + 0 * c cosec Z (39)

where the plus sign is assumed when the theodolite is in a direct
position and negative sign when the instrument is in reverse
position.

SOMEON



A.

Figure 1. niagram of a Theodolite

The collimation. can be determined by selecting any terrestrial object
that presents some well defined point, and at a far distance so that
the stellar focus of the telescope need not be changed to obtain a
good definition of the point. From the horizontal readings of the
theodolite in a direct and a reverse position the collimation can be
obtained. But it appears that this collimation should not he the
same when it is derived from a star's observations. We think that it
is more appropriate to obtain the collimation constant by observing a
moving object, a star, which is related to the observer's behavior in
observing the stars for latitude and longitude determination.
Instead of a distant terrestrial point, we substitute it by choosing
a circumpolar star. The rate of change of azimuth as function of
time is used to evaluate the collimation constant. -1he star is
observed a number of times in a direct and reverse instrument
position. The time when the star image crosses the central vertical
wire is recorded as well as the horizontal readings of the
theodolite. Let Li be the horizontal scale readings and Ti be the
corresponding times for a direct instrument position and Lj, T the
values that corresponds to the reverse instrument position, whire

i, j - 1, 2, 3,...n

Let TO be an arbitrary time chosen between the two sets of observa-
tions, and let us reduce all observations, to the time To through the
Taylor's theorem, expressing all quantities in radiances and omitting
the terms higher than the third.

______
f I_____________________________
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The amount AAi to be added to each L i to reduce it to the value that
would correspond to the time To, is

aA .. 2A a3A
A - a + 1/'6 -F (n

i a t +12'at 
2 0j21 t_ (0,)

where
o - Ti - To

The amount 6A to be added to the readings Lj, to reduce then also to
the time T, s

dA d. d 2 d3AAA = a 1+1/22 i2 J+ 1/ t3 013 (41)

-dt dt2  .

Oj - T' - To

The star's azimuth to the time To is

As  Li + B + bAi + c cosec Zi
and (42)

As - Lj + B + iR + 4A1 - c cosec 71

from which the collimation error results as

L + 180- L + 4A - A
i j (43)

cosec Zi + cosec Z

ie do not give a detailed derivation of Taylor's coefficients, which
are to be used in equations (33) and (34), and give only its final
results. We find that such coefficients can be evaluated from:

U t: cosec ZV2cos Z sin 6 sin # + sin2z - sin 2 * sin 2 6
dt

(44)

d 2Z rdZ~2
- Z cot Z [-(2_1 - sin * sin 6 cose 6 Z (45

dt
2

dA sin #- cos z sin 6

dt- sin 2z
d2A dA dZ
d 2 (sin S- 2 d cos z) - cosec Z (47)

d dt dt

d3 A d2z(sin dA d dA dZ d2A-2 cot z -) 2 =)2 _d ct Z

d 3  d7t2  sn1dt sd d d - t -t-2

(4R)

't 10

t
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EXAMPLES OF COMpb ATION

To illustrate the process of reduction using the technique shown in
this report we consider the following observations taken on
February 22, 1955, in a place:

- 6h47m45!91 West

- 26037'22" South

with a theodolite Zeiss 1V The time was noted by a sidereal clock
whose rate was so small as not to require notice. The Star's

apparent place, a Pictoris, is:

a - 6h47m 45 !9 1

t 6 - -61053'50'.8

Tables 2 and 3 show: first column the sidereal time of observation;
second column the zenith distance after correction for refraction;
the third column are the horizontal readings. The Taylor's coeffi-

cients shown on each table were computed according to equations (37)
through (41), from which the corrections I, II and III were made to
reduce each observation to the chosen time To, according to equations
(33) and (34). The last column indicates the reduced azimuth with
the plus or minus of collimation coefficient according to the instru-

ment position. The collimation was computed according to eauation
(36). The resulting value is C - 7"83.

Table 4 shows the reduced zenith angles to a common time T . The
first column indicates the number of observations for the 2irect and
reverse instrument position. 'The second gives tie values of (Z - Zo)

computed according to equation (2). The third dolu-'n gives the

reduced zenith angles from direct observations and in column four
from reverse instrument position. From the mean values of these two

columns the index error was computed which was used to compute the
final zenith angle reduced to the time T0 .

Table 2. Telescope Direct Position.

1 2 1 4 5 - 3-4-C coseL Z

Sidereal Zenith Horizontal Corrections Reduceo Azimuth to

Time Angle Angle I II III 1.1.111 TO  =

I10 900 630  60002-15" 31046 31- ?'02T03 -13720 -0123 1'2876 310°,'*2T.1.l. 4C

50 36.6 1? 5U 06 1. 1 31.60 -18.72 -0.10 12.8 3.2.1. 52
51. 05.2 16 15 06 10 1 22.03 -AO.99 -0.07 06.9 1.2 . 2
51 3A.6. 19 Al 06 03 1 12.10 -11.59 -0.05 1 00.5 2.5.1.15
52 16.0- 20 35 05 52 0 58.15 -7. S -0.02 0 50.6 1.4.1.150
52 51.9 28 09 05 43 0 46.06 -0.72 .n.01 0 41.1 1.71.15053 20.2 32 10 45 ?5 0 36.52 -2.Q7 ...01 0 33.5 15.1.10
50 2C.5 39 07 05 15 1A.86 -0.49 0 0 14.4 0.6.1.107i 15 08..6 60 0 5 315 02 0 0 0 0 

9  
2.0. 4.O6c

31005'02T0.1. 1-;0C

1; 2h001 2 6 ?0  - 31005-02.0 -3-07780-1-18T63 0!8o_-25.5Q 37
0
400'3.571.11'0oc

12 0738.520 -- 31 05 02.0 -4 12.66-2 22.32 2.04 -6 '3.0 I' 6 2Q.06.'.150C

dA/dt -.0.02206 dZ/dt * 0.07064
d2A/dt

2  
-0.46j99 5

2
Z/dt

2  
* 0.01707

1A/dt' 0.36527

fr
9 ,1
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STable 3. Telescope Reverse Position

1 2 3 4 5 * 3-4- C COSiC Z

Sidereal Zenith Horizontal Corrections ReA.Ced AZI,-t:

Time Angile Angile I II II . IIII T, 12numf,

)2 hoAm2F. 0  61050.40. 211000o51 0 0 0 0 105i.l. 1
5 12.6 61 69 i0 AC 06 -47!20 -l.!5 0 -8.6 54.5--113
6 37.6 62 06 05 39 26 -1 20.87 -4.2g 0.01 -1 25.1 ".'I -1.32
7 23.7 62 11 30 38 56 -1 19.21 -7.74 0.02 -1 56.9
? 58.9 62 15 37 I8 33 -2 10.8 -11.11 0.04 -2 21.9 5. . . 0
8 28.8 62 19 08 .8 1) -2 29.21 -1q.45 0.06 -2 ,3.6 ,4.6-'.'29
9 08.6 62 23 18 37 Al .2 53.67 -19.57 0.10 -1 13.1 q4.1-1.128
9 56.5 62 29 24 37 06 -3 23.11 -26.77 0.16 -3 119.7

12 10 35.6 62 21 00 211 36 31 -3 17.14 -33.8 0.22 - 20.4 '11 40 54.4-'.12
2iiO040'5ft!27-'. 1?OC

11 55 08.6 -- 211Ow01o5,27 5 42.55 -1 16.14 -0.77 -4125764 2110'4197491-.30C
12 07 38.529 -- 211 40 54.27 -1 58.32 -9.08 0.0! -2 07. 7 211 18 46.;0-1.130C

Collimation
Direct Reverse

1li55 o086 31
0
45-0210,1.115C 211

0
5I19 91-180-1.1130C C . 7!94

12 04 26.0 31 40 36.41.1.115C 211 110 54.27-180-1.130C C . 7.93
12 07 38.53 1l 38 29.06.1.115C * 211 38 46.90-180-1.130C C . 7.83

dA/dt . -0.011097 dZ/dt . 0.16966

d
2
A/dt

2 
. -0.111qj9l d

2
Z/dt

2 
- .0.01117

d
3
A/dt

3 
. 0.33525

Table 4. Reduced Zenith Angles to TO  1 1 h 55M 086.

DIRECT REVERSE
67 Z+ AZ + Z- - C Z0

1 0042" 37"8 60044"5278 60044'59.5
2 32 00.7 54.7 61.4
3 28 38.7 53.7 60.4
4 25 11.0 52.0 58.7
5 20 18.7 53.7 60.4
6 16 05.2 54.2 60.9
7 12 45.3 55.3 62.0
8 5 11.3 54.3 61.0
9 0 0 0 60 44 55.0 61.7

1 -1°06 " 31.4 60045'817 62.0
2 -1 14 32.3 7.7 61.0

3 -1 20 58.0 7.0 60.3
4 -1 26 22.5 7.5 60.8
5 -1 30 30.4 6.6 59.9
6 -1 34 00.7 7.3 60.6
7 -1 38 40.7 7.3 60.6
8 -1 4 17.7 7.3 60.6
9 -1 48 52.7 60 45 7.3 60 44 60.6

60044-53"97 60045'7"38 60045'00Y7

53.97 + ca 67"38 - 9

t a 6.70

Further sample calculations, not presented here because of space
limitations, are available from the author upon request.
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